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severity; he had begun by winking at something like the
toleration of private Catholic opinion and even the reception
of Communion In the Catholic form, but he had made things
more and more difficult, until in 1571 he produced laws of
active persecution: it was treason (that is, death in the most
horrible form and confiscation of all properly) to hear even a
secret Mass, and the penalties of Prasmunire (that is, outlawry
and ruin) were to fall on those who so much as possessed
articles of Catholic worship.
The time was ripe for this drastic change, not only because
excuses were present, but because every year that would pass
would strengthen Cecil's position and weaken that of Catholi-
cism in England by a new generation's growing up ignorant of
Catholic practice.
Hitherto every one over thirty had grown to maturity in a
fully Catholic England, but by 1571 the young men and women
had attended none but Protestant services; twelve to fifteen
years later, by the time Cecil had trained his son to continue
his dynasty and had completed his own career, only old and
middle-aged men remembered hearing Mass in English parish
churches, and though a strong affection for the old national
religion survived, and affected half the nation at least till the
end of that generation, familiarity with it had faded.
This is also the date, 1572, on which there is the first definite
attempt on the part of Cecil to kill Mary Stuart, in spite of
Elizabeth. In that year he privately proposed to hand her over
the border to Mar, the then Regent of Scotland (Moray having
been assassinated), and the understanding with Cecil was that
after Mar had got the Queen of Scots into his power he was
to kill her as soon as might be. The plan fell through because
Mar himself died that same autumn; but the killing of Mary
was now a permanent project in Cecil's mind. Here is also the
date, 1572, on which we get the first beginnings of the long-
drawn-out negotiations for a marriage between Elizabeth and
a French prince. Not that Cecil had any intention of allowing
such a marriage—for, though there could be no children, it
would have brought in an influence rival to his own—but that
allowing Elizabeth to play with the idea would suit his every
purpose. It would allow him to keep a sort of balance or see-
saw between France and Spain.
The Flirtation \rith Anjou.   This long flirtation with the

